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“…I love to use materials
in nontraditional ways and
in nontraditional places…”
– S.A.
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“… and we are always ahead by
visiting exhibitions & design fairs
abroad to find out what will be
trendy in 3-5 years, so that
we can design a pioneering
result for our clients now…”

Alterations

Minor construction changes in facilities.

We design changes to be made to a building such as: making or closing
openings, erecting or demolishing parts of walls, repairing and/or changing
facilities such as wardrobe and kitchen cabinet doors, main doors and windows,
painting works, tiles and other minor construction works which lead to a variation
or renewal of the existing part or parts of the building.
Alterations can be designed to enhance a
building partially or to make it look new on the exterior or interior.
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Renovations

Restoring, upgrading, or improving the condition of facilities.

The design and management process of improving, updating and/or conditioning an
existing building which might be damaged, outdated or falling apart. A renovation is
bigger in size than an alteration and can sometimes include demolishing all external
walls to bring the building to its bare structure.
Renovations can also include increasing or reducing floor area and renewing all
major parts of a building.
“The most welcoming spaces are those that are interesting but not overpowering.”
- Timothy Corrigan, Interior Designer
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Brand New Designs

Designing from scratch in a new or renovated building.

We design any possible space from the beginning by finding out what our clients want
to achieve with their space and the services they offer as well as the needs they want
their space to fulfill.
Extensive research is conducted to come up with various design ideas until the final
design concept is developed. Thereafter, every selection on materials, colors and
furnishings matches the concept to create an ergonomic and unique space.
“Interior Design is making the best possible use of available space.”
- Anonymous
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Conversions
Changing of use.

After
Changing the use of a space to a new use (e.g. a shoe shop to a restaurant, from a house
to a book café). The challenge in most cases is that the floor area cannot be extended
therefore we have to find the best possible way to fit all storing requirements.

Extensions

Adding to an existing building.

Increasing of a floor area to fit new needs of a
space (e.g. additional serving area in a
restaurant, spa in a hotel or even an extra
bedroom or roof garden in a house).
These designs require a thorough study before
any construction works begin.
“It’s comfort first, comfort last, comfort always.”
- Timothy Corrigan, Interior Designer

Refurbishments
Renewal/Re-equipment.
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Selection of new furniture and furnishings to
match existing ones or to furbish a new space from scratch.

Consultations

Answers to the challenging issues you face with your space

We visit your space onsite or online and provide answers and solutions to the
issues you are dealing with in showing and/or sharing your home or workspace.
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Company Namesake
“…Happy because I love making people
happy. AntS because they are extremely
energetic, think and act proactively, well
organized, amazing team players and adapt to
any given circumstances…
Oh! It is also the initials of my name…” S. Ant.
For more information on our services, visit our website @ https://www.happyantsinteriors.com

Why HappyANTS?
The name HappyANTS does not
imply anything about design but
it describes the aspiration and
goal of the company to make
customers happy through the design
of beautiful and unique spaces where
people love to spend time, as well as
the design of beautiful and unique
objects which people love to use over
and over again.
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